
MALAYSIA SPORT AVIATION FEDERATION 
 

Dear CIMA Delegate 
 
Since last plenary in Phuket, we are working very hard to transform our pilot from 
recreational pilot to be sport pilot.  ABG 2014 gave a big impact to our paramotor 
community in Malaysia.  More people interested in competition now. They now 
understand the system, Task and how the competition runs.  We are also developing 
our marshals in preparation to host the next AOPC in Malaysia. 
 
Licensing still be the main issue in Malaysia. Our government still putting Paramotor 
under microlight that require PPL-R.  Until today the NAC still issuing the Sporting 
license to our pilot with a improve control and monitoring. 
 
Our event bureau is continuing organising event almost every month to make our 
pilot more organize, understanding and know each other.  More important is in every 
event we will include Pilot Educational Program to update and increase knowledge of 
our pilot especially for safety flying.    
 
Our government had assign fix radio frequency for our Paramotor community in 
commercial band to ensure communication no longer an issue.  The NAC also assign 
every pilot a dedicated call sign to identify our pilot.  We hope with this 
development, we can ensure all pilot are contactable at all time.  We will implement 
new rules to get all pilots to carry 2 way Radio at all time during flight. 
 
To date we had 94 pilots registered and holding Malaysia Paramotor License under 
our Federation resulted from the continuous effort promoting safety flying in 
Malaysia.  
 
We are now in final preparation to organize our first FAI cat 1 competition.  We will 
combine 1st Kembara International Paramotor Challenge (Cat 2) in the next 
AOPC2015. All necessary arrangement with our government had already finalized. 
Now we are working with our tourism department to promote AOPC/KIPC 2015. 
 
Kembara International Paramotor Challenge (KIPC) will to be our yearly event.  We 
will invite all pilots around the globe to compete in Malaysia and enjoying the best 
scenery of our long and spectacular coast line.    
 
The cooperation from our neighbouring country also makes our paramotor activity 
more colourful and interesting. 
 
Thank you 
 
Best Regards 
 
ROHAIZI MD HUSSIN 
CIMA Delegate - Malaysia 

 


